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The DEW Line
DISTANT EARLY WARNING 



It all Started here 
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Taken at Ramey AFB Puerto Rico
Early April 1967 (SAC)

“The object appeared to be floating or 
hovering just above the water moving 

left to right, then back again.. ”



Secrecy and Denial
The Incident was a test

Forget it ever happened

All Records Were Marked Secret

The Experiencers were transferred 

The Matter was closed for over 35 years.





Everglades Campground
April 1st, 1967

Red lights along the side, white light in front, in a 
search-like pattern: slow over water, very fast over land.

 My dad drove us down to look. We found an Air Force 
car and a uniformed man who refused to acknowledge 
the thing we were pointing at. He said there were just 

'some boys out here drinking beer', and he wouldn't let 
us go any farther. 



Paperboy "Bobby" April 1st

The owls were on the royal crown distributors bldg. I 
was returning from finishing my paper route. I was 

heading north on NW 11th ave when I went over the 
seaboard train tracks. I noticed the sky lit up, I first 

thought someone turned on the stadium lights but as 
I approached NW 23rd st to go left to my house I saw 

I first large what I thought was an owl. It frightened 
me cause of the size of it.



I saw that it looked as bright as a crystal chandelier. It 
seemed to have glowing rectangular tubes with dark 
areas in between them, narrow dark ring around the 
bottom, wide in the center,and the top was dark and oval. 
It seems like it dropped out of the sky and lit up. I heard 
tinging sounds like ting ting ting in sets of 3. I was 
extremely scared at this point and left my bike on the 
ground and ran into the back door instead of the front 
door. I remember running window to window looking out. I 
felt like there was something outside I could see the sky 
was still lit up than in an instant it was dark again and the 
tinging sounds stopped. I remember crawling into my bed 
and pulled covers over my head 

Bobby statement



Bobby Scene



Bobby Scene
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Bobby Drawing



Opa-locka Crestview School
Google News Archive



Creastview School &
Opa-locka April 7th



Professor Dimitry Alexander
Audio Visual Professor

Miami-Dade JC

"When I called the Coast 
Guard anyone at the Opa-
Locka tower could have 

looked out the window and 
seen the things" 

The Professors wife also 
witnessed the UFOs. 



John Wolf
Deceased 

John was interviewed by The 
Enquirer, The Miami News, and 

the Miami Herald. 

His testimony was a key part of this Investigation. John 
watched a group of Vehicles moving back and forth at low 
altitude. He was in the company of 25 to 30 other witnesses. 
He was amazed that the vehicles would disappear at the 
approach of conventional aircraft only to reappear in the 
same spot when those aircraft departed. There is no doubt 
that John was watching A Flight.    



Crestview children looking for the same thing 
we all are...Proof. 



Irving Lillien
After learning that Irving Lillian was one of the 
APRO Investigators I tried to find him. After some 
intense skip tracing I found Irving in Miami. The 
day I spoke to him my Investigation took a giant 
leap forward. 

Irv told Dennis and I that if the Crestview Incident 
had been properly investigated it would have been 
"Bigger Than Rosewell".



Coral and Jim
Lorenzen

 Aerial Phenomena Research 
Organization (APRO)



Pages 112 to 115









Andy Cohen
Age 12, 6th Grader

Andy is pointing to the spot where the vehicle 
hovered above the trees. 

Andy is alive and 
well. He did not 

answer my e-mails. 

What a copter would look like.



This is what the AF said he seen



This is what Andy said he seen.



Zimbabwe Mass School 
Sighting 1994



1994 Mass School Sighting

Crestview School Mass Sighting 1967



 Commanding Officer of the U.S. 
Coast Guard air base in Opa-Locka, 
Florida (1966-69) and Deputy Chief 

of Staff at Coast Guard 
headquarters in Washington, D.C. 

(1969-1973). 

Never interviewed by Air Force Investigators.
Stated that one chopper was in service that day 

three miles from the School.

Captain Donald M. Reed 



Fred Black Miami Herald
The Air Force Won't admit it

“Are there flying saucers? Have you ever seen 
one? If you have don't tell the Air Force. They will 
only tell you there is no such thing and that what 
you saw was a helicopter, a kite, or something 
other than what you saw. 

Why doesn't the Air Force admit that there is 
definitely something up there (something out of 
this world); Is it because they don't want to panic 
the human race or is it because they are afraid to 
believe it themselves?”  



The Air Force Was Listening



And things were getting worse.

The "Additional Investigation" were not included 
in the Air Force report
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